We introduce a framework that supports archivists in planning and running migrations. The central idea is that -once relevant information pieces of digital documents are modeled -desired migration results can be specified by means of preservation constraints. From these constraint specifications we are able to derive migration algorithms that provably respect a set of document properties before (pre-conditions) and after migration (post-conditions). Underlying is the concept of Abstract State Machines (ASM) modeling archival states. Migrations are modeled as sequences of basic operations that change the archive's state while respecting userdefined constraints. Among others, our target scenarios comprise legal and medical documents where considerable property changes cannot be tolerated and where constraint preservation must hold over a long period of time.
INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
The need for a formal framework for digital document migration has been stated several times in the community [1, 4] . There are important scenarios, e.g., if legal aspects are involved, where provably correct-working migration algorithms are desirable.
We have developed a framework that is theoretically based and allows the generation of algorithms that do not violate pre-conditions or post-conditions on important document
DOCUMENT MODEL
The information in a digital document is modeled in an object-oriented fashion. Document types τ ∈ T specify document templates by means of attributes that can have preand post-conditions. An HTML-element, e.g., can be modeled as a recursive type Elem that comprises four attributes: a name name : Elem → String, a sequence attrs : Elem → Seq(String × String) of attribute-value-combinations, an attribute content : Elem → String, and a sequence of subelems : Elem → Seq(Elem). An element e :=<a href=''./test.html''>test</a> is, thus, represented by e.name = "a", e.attrs = ("href ", "./test.html") , e.content = "test", and e.subelems = .
Notice that we could have modeled mixed content using a variant type for the content-attribute. We, however, do not go into detail with it for the sake of brevity. Using the element model, an HTML-file would consist of a name and <html>-element with all its sub-elements. Sub-typing ≤ on T provides a re-use mechanism. An HTML-file, e.g., is a specialized text file having structured content and an appropriate file ending. Fig. 1 shows our model of a digital archive. Syntactically, an archive comprises a set of pre-defined document types T with sub-typing ≤, an infinite set of document IDs O, association symbols A, and methods M that can be executed on the documents. The signature is interpreted in an algebra, the latter constituting a system state. As in reality, archival states can be changed by activities like, e.g., creation of a document. Hence, we see archives as an algebra that evolves over time, which corresponds to the concept of Abstract State Machines (ASM). We support five basic operations that can cause state changes: creation and deletion of a document, setting and unsetting an association, and transforming a document. Deletion and transformation can have a pre-condition, creation and transformation a post-condition. Migrations are modeled as sequences of basic operations. In Fig. 1 , the algebra A is generated from A by creating d5 and setting an association between d5 and d3.
ARCHIVE MODEL AND MIGRATION
Our state-based approach has the advantage that it naturally delivers support for partial migration and a rollback mechanism. Some state invariants have to be satisfied from scratch. In particular, document IDs are unique and documents are immutable. So, documents are modified by creating a separate, modified document with a new ID. This is particularly important for legal documents where, e.g., authenticity and originality of contracts must be maintained over a long period of time.
DOCUMENT SEMANTICS: CONTEXTS AND CONCEPTS
Semantic relationships between documents, which we call concepts, are essential in order to allow for consistent archive migration. Imagine an HTML-file "f.html" that includes a link to a document "doc.pdf". In our approach, we consider "f.html" and "doc.pdf" to be a context. The link between them is a concept that becomes apparent when "f.html" is processed semantically. Even though linking is a widely used concept, its implementation varies considerably, so links must be translated when documents migrate between formats. In particular, we have to translate the link in case we want to transform "f.html" to a PDF-document. Fig. 2 visualizes our approach to this task. Since there are well-established frameworks where semantic connections between documents are modeled using first order predicate logic (FOPL) [2, 3] , we use FOPL definitions of concepts. As with interfaces in programming languages, each concept has a concept interface that can be implemented for several contexts. Concept interfaces are variable-type-bindings. In order for a document tuple (d1, d2) to match KI L in the figure, d 1 and d 2 both must have type Doc. Our object and archive model naturally delivers a language of FOPL. A formula φ of this language implements a concept interface KI, if the variables of KI occur free in φ. Hence, HT ML and P DF both have to be sub-types of Doc. Using K L , we know how to translate HTML-links into PDF-links and vice versa. In our terminology, transforming "f.html" to the PDF format and maintaining link-consistency w.r.t. "doc.pdf" corresponds to preserving the concept K L .
TRANSFORMATION AND PRESERVATI-ON CONSTRAINTS
The key idea of our approach is to let the user specify desired migration results (i.e., document properties) by constraints. In particular, we pursue a tripartite approach: transformation constraints, object preservation constraints, and concept preservation constraints. Our framework's formal basis then allows for generation of algorithms that can be proven to respect these constraints.
Continuing with the example used in the previous section, the migration task is: "Transform 'f.html' to the PDFformat, maintain link-consistency, and let 'doc.pdf' stay unchanged." We identify "f.html" by f and "doc.pdf" by doc, henceforth. The first part of the migration task expresses a transformation intention, which can be specified by transformation constraints. Transformation constraints have the form d → τ , which means that the document d will be transformed to type τ . Consequently, the constraint f → P DF expresses our transformation intention. Moreover, we want to assure that "doc.pdf" is not transformed to any other type than PDF since its content shall stay unchanged. This is done by a series of constraints ¬doc → τ excluding all result types other than P DF . Clearly, it would be more convenient to specify this property directly by another language construct. We chose this variant since transformation constraints are sufficiently expressive.
Satisfaction of a transformation constraint is checked w.r.t. two subsequent system states A and A . In particular, f → P DF is true for A, A , if f exists in A and there is a PDFdocument f in A that is the result of a transformation of f . Recall that transformations are basic operations that change archival states. Consequently, a migration algorithm respecting this constraint has to include a (sequence of) transformation(s) that leads from f to f . This indicates how we can deduce migration algorithms from such constraints.
The third part of our migration task (keeping "doc.pdf" unchanged) can be specified by object preservation constraints. They have the form
) and are read as follows: "When transforming d to τ , preserve the content that arises when d is abstracted to τ ". This indicates that sub-typing plays an important role w.r.t. preservation of object content, as proposed elsewhere [6] . Thus, the constraint pres o (doc → P DF, doc[P DF ]) assures that all content of "doc.pdf" is preserved in case it is transformed. Recall that our transformation constraints assure that "doc.pdf" may be transformed to type P DF , only.
An object preservation constraint
) is valid w.r.t. two subsequent algebras A and A , if the interpretations of the source and target objects in A and A , respectively, are equal if abstracted to type τ . Recalling our document model this essentially means that the respective interpretations of the attributes of type τ are equal.
Preservation of link-consistency can be expressed by means of a concept preservation constraint, which has the form ({dI 1 → τ1, ..., dI m → τm}, K(d1, ..., dm) ) and is read as follows: "When transforming,
.., τ n , then preserve the concept K for those documents." That is, if K was valid for the source documents in A, it shall be valid for the target documents in the algebra A that is derived from A by the necessary operations. In our example, the constraint pres k ({f → P DF }, K L (f, doc)) specifies the desired task. Regarding Fig. 2 this means that φ holding for f, doc before the transformation must imply that ψ holds for the transformation results.
Notice that having connected transformation and preservation constraints via the first parameter in object and concept preservation constraints is critical. Transformation constraints specify that we want to transform documents. Preservation constraints specify what to preserve, aspects that must not be preserved, or causal connections between different preservation aims.
We have developed an algorithm generation procedure that derives sequences of basic operations that can be proven to respect sets of constraint specifications. In particular, mandatory transformation operations can be deduced from transformation constraints. Moreover, object and concept preservation constraints may induce other basic operations. A major benefit is that our FOPL-based concept definitions facilitate to set the pre-and post-conditions of the basic operations appropriately. On the source side we have model checking, i.e., concept recognition, while on the target side we have model construction according to the post-conditions of the basic operations. Fig. 3 depicts the conceptual view of a migration process as it is supported by our framework. During pre-processing, the document (collection) under consideration is parsed and the formal document model is generated. In step two, concepts are identified that are relevant according to the userdefined concept preservation constraints. The output of this process is an extended document model in which concepts that are valid for the source document(s) are marked. Consequently, the concept recognition process needs concept definitions and concept preservation constraints as input. Algorithm generation constitutes step three. There, we deduce an algorithm that respects the constraints specified and produces appropriate target documents. Finally, the postprocessing part tries to construct a target object from the formal post-conditions of the operations in the generated algorithm. Notice that this model construction is, in general, not decidable fully automatically since we use full FOPL in our model. User interaction can help here and is surely a topic for future extensions.
CONCEPTUAL OVERVIEW

CONCLUSION
In this paper we have introduced a framework that supports archivists in planning migration activities. At this stage of research, users still need a strong formal background (higher-language interfaces and a simpler GUI are under construction) and may profit from expert support when applying this framework to a particular case. Currently, our main application area lies in scenarios where provably correctworking migration algorithms are necessary, such as legal or medical documents, where critical document properties must be maintained over lengthy periods of time. Using a formal document and archive model, we have introduced the novel concept of transformation and preservation constraints that specify desired migration results and -as already indicated by the name -implement a preservation-centric view. These constraints allow for the generation of migration algorithms that guarantee certain document properties before and after migration. Due to the coherent formal basis we were able to develop a provably correct algorithm generation procedure. This means that the generated algorithms do indeed respect the underlying constraints. Early results are promising even under performance considerations. A first prototype implementation is up and running.
